Birthday Card
Four of Spades:
Bliss in Labor
Characteristics: The Four of Spades has the
right to be stubborn and they most certainly
are. They must live by truths they discover, but
fortunately the Karma card provides ample
knowledge. Being restrained in any manner is
something they hate. They are intuitive and
intelligent, as well as liked by others, thanks to
Venus. They seem to attract friends with
money, but they themselves should resist the
temptation to emphasize money regarding
their choice of associates or lovers. Their
health should be taken care of by natural
means, but they normally have good health.
Gratification through work is symbolized by the
Four of Spades. If we consider all the cards in
the deck, this one is the most substantial. A
square or even a boulder comes to mind
relative to these individuals. They are reliable
and are there for you when needed. They work
hard and always maintain their balance. In
regard to finances and success, they have one
of the luckiest life paths and most often enjoy their work. However, some can interfere
with their success if they are not careful. Their Saturn card informs us that even
though they are lucky, they often worry about finances anyway. At social activities,
they make excellent communicators or lecturers because Mercury usually allows them
immediate credence. The literary arts are ideal for them and they can be well-known
writers, promoters or even performers. They provide their own true peace and
meaning in life because they are a worker card. To find satisfaction they will frequently
align themselves with a humanitarian cause. Traveling the world and thus fulfilling a
dream that has been postponed until the later years, is something they usually did not
get enough of when they were young.
Relationships: While they can be difficult and even stubborn, the Four of Spades will
normally give you anything because of their extraordinary generosity. They need to be
careful though, because they are attracted to those with money and can get wrapped
up in trying to keep up with the Joneses in their relationships. Confusion and fears
about finances will frequently cause too much stress in their romantic life. Their karma
for marriage is better than most and they particularly appreciate someone who can
travel with them. Business and personal relationships are usually not wise to mix, nor
are money and pleasure.

Personality Connections: Diamond females are good friends for the Four of Spades.
Fours of Spades of both genders find males of the Clubs suit a problem and therefore
caution is required. There is a unique fascination for Diamond males, and Spade
males and Four of Spades women find them very good looking.
Confrontations: There is a desire for money related to the Four of Spades, or the
fear of not having it, and this is an area of difficulty. It is usually unconscious in most
cases, but is a deep-seated fear. If they want to liberate themselves from a life of
difficulty, they need to deal with this because it is one of the most important driving
forces in their existence. Fear that necessities and resources will not be there when
we need them comes from Saturn. Our entire life could be wasted trying to fill
emptiness if we are not conscious of such feelings and cannot see them for what they
are. Being a workaholic is a common characteristic for Four of Spades people. There
are other cards that have this dynamic, but for the Four of Diamonds this quality can
often be the result of a deep need to have material security. There is a strong drive for
a secure life as well as a materialism that is sometimes a cause of a serious and
sometimes arrogant exterior to a Four of Spades. The Four of Spades might be the
most security-conscious of all the Fours. Having all their basic needs provided for is
the wish of Fours. Security in their work is always a goal and consequently they are
wonderful workers whose life is improved by working. Four of Spades people are
more motivated than other cards in the deck because there is an important point in
that regard. That point is the relationship of Saturn’s position in their Life Path. An
area where things in our life are difficult is often related to the card we have in Saturn.
Things that are almost impossible to fulfill are represented.

